Be kind to your skin with Charlie’s Soap
They tell people suffering from sensitive skin to use a mild detergent, or a hypo-allergenic detergents or even a
poorly-named “free and clear” detergent. You can find a mild detergent, but how well did it clean?
Hypo-allergenic detergents leave a residue that is soothing to the skin, but that’s just it. It leaves a residue! Free
& clear detergents have to be the worst possible name. Try to dissolve some in a glass of water and you will
quickly see that they are neither.
Well, it doesn’t have to be that big a chore. You can de-clutter your laundry room and de-stress your life with
Charlie’s Soap – one safe, effective and biodegradable detergent to clean all your soft, soothing clothes.
Charlie’s Soap is:
GREEN:

97% biodegradable in just a month. (Japan Food Research Labs)
Your family will be safe because of our non-toxic formula.
Our products are safe for septic systems.

CLEAN:

Nothing cleans as thoroughly as Charlie’s Soap. (SGS Testing Labs)
Use on any washable fabric: cotton, polyester, neoprene, etc.
It rinses away completely leaving nothing at all that can touch sensitive skin.
(Clemson University School of Textiles)

How to Use Charlie's Soap to protect your skin:








The washing machine should be cleaned of all residues of other detergents before washing your
clothes in Charlie’s Soap. Put 2 TBSP of Powder or 2 fl. oz. of Liquid into the machine and some old
rags and run a full cycle with a double rinse.
Always use at least the full amount of Charlie’s Soap for a load: 1 fl. oz. for Liquid or 1 TBSP for
Powder. Charlie’s Soap will rinse completely so there is no need to worry about residue. Charlie’s
Soap needs that full amount to be effective. More could be required for excessive stains. Call for info
if you have hard water.
Clothes that have been washed in anything other than Charlie’s Soap likely have detergent residues.
Charlie’s Soap will clean those residues to the exclusion of other stains until they are gone. It may
take several washes with a full dose of Charlie’s Soap to remove those residues, not just bring them
to the surface of your garments. It is advisable to wash clothes that are new to Charlie’s Soap
two or three times before wearing them. We want to ensure that nothing touches your skin but
clean clothes.
If you develop itching from clothes washed in Charlie's Soap, take that garment aside and wash it
alone twice with Charlie's Soap, each time with a double rinse. This is a sign that not all the old
residues were removed. They have only been pulled to the surface where you can feel them. Two
washes should alleviate that problem.
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